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Need for contextualizing the economic activities to understand the interconnections and
interdependencies is need of the hour for a sustainable economic growth. By harnessing
the power of spatial, governments can discover insights from within data and transform
how they see, think and act. While avoiding the “data traps”, spatial approach helps
governments with operational improvements, cost savings, improved stakeholder
collaboration and better understanding of the evolving situations.
SkyeITS provides data and software solutions to governments for enhanced situational
awareness and actionable intelligence for informed decisions.

Geo-Enabled Decision Support Systems
Demystifying and contextualizing data volumes for improved and inclusive governance.
In a connected world, geospatial technologies are shepherding a new era of
contextualized environments by bringing together multiple disciplines on an unified
environment, for better understanding of the situation. Integrated geo-enabled
environments are providing tools for analysis, data assimilation, visualization, modeling,
and collaboration that help governments to have complete picture at their disposal
before they reach a decision.
SkyeITS data and software solutions help you with
design, development and management of unified
geo enabled environments, bringing together
disparate data and systems for decision support. Our
cloud, web and mobile solutions help demystify the
ever increasing volumes of location rich data,
enabling governments to make inclusive decisions
while embracing complexity and fostering a
participative approach.

Empowering you with informed decisions

www.skyeits.com

Geo-Data Content Solutions
Unlocking the potential of spatial intelligence for decision support.
Governments rely on authoritative geospatial content for decision making and policy
formulation. Need for acquiring, processing, and bringing together diverse types of spatial
and non-spatial data and their integration is rapidly
increasing.
SkyeITS data and software solutions provide timely,
accurate, and cost-effective geospatial data and
derivatives to governments to discover insights from
within data and see, think and act in a coordinated
manner.

Geo-Data Quality Solutions
Ensuring “fitness to purpose” of data and processes for timely and accurate
decisions.
Governments need high-quality geo-data that is accurate and reliable for making critical
decisions. Lineage, positional accuracy, attribute accuracy, logical consistency and
completeness are important dimensions that ensure
geodata’s “fitness to the purpose”.
With geo-data sourced from diverse sources pose
numerous challenges for unification and accurate
decision making. With different types of data used
for different applications, need for ensuing quality
compliance of data that meets the stated purpose is
becoming increasingly important.
SkyeITS quality assurance solutions assist governments in carrying out quality assurance
and quality control of the geo-data and ensure their fitness to purpose for optimal
results.
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SkyeITS is a spatial solutions company
with
an
endeavor
to assist
organizations to succeed in their
digital transformation journey, in
particular by helping them to harness
the power of spatial.

Thinking spatially, through a collaborative approach, we partner
with organizations to support optimization of their business
processes by rapidly deploying technology that leverages best-ofbreed at an affordable cost. Through a process centric approach,
our delivery excellence model leverages our global experience and
expertise for providing technology solutions that yield better
outcomes. Working closely with organizations our efforts are
targeted at understanding specific business needs and

technologically empowering them to take informed decisions
towards reducing costs, improving efficiencies, and enhancing
technology ROI.
Founded in 2010, SkyeITS is headquartered in New Jersey USA, with
regional offices in Canada, India and Qatar and global research &
development (R &D) center in India.
Our Global Headquarters Sky E IT Solutions Inc., 5 Independence
Way, Suite 300, Princeton, New Jersey – 08540, USA.
Our Regional Offices : Ontario, CANADA , Hyderabad, INDIA, Doha,
QATAR
Our R&D Center : Hyderabad, Warangal, INDIA
Call Us at +1 512-293-4891 Email us at sky@skyeits.com.

